
Episode 310: One of the most polarizing flop spots in
deep stack NL

25/50/100 20K EFF
We BTN open 89hh to $300, STR defends(675)
Flop Ac 2c Kh, he X, we cbet $700, he calls(2075)
Turn 9d, he X, we $2500, he calls(7075)
River 5h he X, we give up…..

Talking about the AK2 board BTN v BB
- Big adv in top end of range

- More Sets and 2ps
- Marginals less incentivized to bet for the larger sizing

- Weak Ax, Kx, underpair QQ-33
- Classic sizing goes up and freq goes down scenario

- One of the nuanced flops where large sizing/overbets even is exclusively used
- Flop cbet EVs generally run close when comparing sizings

- So the EV loss/gained in your sizings isnt as big on the flop, but on later
streets way more important

- Reasons to not employ range cbet ⅓ on this board
- Small sizing allows them to peel anything with 1 pair, and they really just

fold the bottom of their range J5,  some underpairs
- Larger sizing, more fold EQ, more efficient with our bluffs as well

- Cleaning up anything with decent EQ to fold
- With larger sizings/overbets folding GS, some Kx some 8x , mainly

getting BETTER to fold
- Giving them a “free shot” with parts of their range that has some

decent EQ that can potentially outdraw us

- AK2 AK8 type polar strategy, AKT J Q bw card is different strategy
- Not only we still do well top of range, deeper in range now (marginals

doing better now as well)
- KQ JT QQ JJ all have SD eq on top of their pairs

- Doing better throughout ranges more so now esp with marginals leads us
to cbetting more liberally therefore less polar so smaller sizings will be
incorporated and freq will definitely much much more on these boards



Flop Strategy Ac Kh 2c

- 57% check, exclusively preferring an overbet 1.5x if we choose to cbet 37% of
the time

- Sets, 2p, Good Ax
- Very linear with our Ax hands for value

- Blocking the calling range for large sizings
- You see AA have small block sizing due to that
- But KK always full freq overbet due to unblocking Ax calls

- Natural bluffs are club FDs and GS on this board QJ QT JT, this board has
wheel so 45 35s

- Unintuitive bluffs will be lower pockets pairs: 33 44 55 cbet to get
better hands to fold, like Kx

- Discussing BD heart combos:
- Natural ones with GS QJhh QThh JThh 54hh 35hh

- Reach now with J9hh T9hh T8hh our combo 89hh, and then 65hh
64hh (covering low board)



- Hand unblocks some folds better than our hand like random
Qhigh J T hands  (Q7 J5 T6)

- Will barrel aggressively when straightening card come in on either
side

To near pot cbet sizing for OOP strategy: folding 57% calling 31%

To 1.5x pot cbet sizing for OOP strategy: folding 67% calling 31%



- Some notable folds:
- Folding way more Kx now, even weakest Ax have partial folds now
- Their GS start folding at much higher freq

- So straightening cards will greatly be better our range than theirs

Turn Strategy if we GTO 1.5x pot flop strategy: checking 52%, betting 1.25x 42%



- Polar flop scenario, will generally be a polar scenario OTT
- Fairly linear with value as on the flop, continue with sets, 2p and good Ax

- Still barrelling the natural bluffs QJ QT JT 45 53
- Arriving OTT here from an overbet OOPs range is very Ax Kx heavy now (~59%

of range)
- Reasonable combos i have seen in solvers when turn barreling:

- You want to block a snap call OTT from opponent mainly blocking
turned 2 pairs or sets

- So this instance anything with a 9 in your hand to block their A9 K9
continues will be reasonable bluffs now +

- 89s does barrel this turn but heart version mainly checks
after overbet, due to probably blocking auto folds from their
bd heart combos that wiff now

- But 89ss pure continues and 89cc obv still has a FD
- Next layer is blocking their heavy Ax Kx calls so having a Q

or J in your hand to block AQ AJ KQ KJ are reasonable



- So Q9 J9 are the next layers of 9x that are the best
candidates to start barreling

- Q9 J9o with a club also to bluff flushing rivers
- BW turn card expect much higher barrelling freq for IP

- OOP cannot have all the GS like we do, as they piece off quite a few of
them to an overbet OTF, therefore those turn cards just do much better
overall for us range wise (nut straights, good 2P)

OOP Strategy to 1.25x bet OTT

- Folding all Kx basically with the pair+Fd combo
- Ax start piecing off as well, hand as strong as ATo starts folding (due to blocking

some more bluffs from IP like QT JT)

River Strategy Ac Kh 2c 9d 5h: allin for 1.65x pot @ 39% freq, checking 54%



- Value now is basically 2P+ for value
- Checking any single Ax type hand

- Some low freq jamming with QT and QJ
- As played for overbet flop and turn, 9x combos in our range are actually the

prime candidates for bluffing the river
- 98s 97s 96s non-club (T8s T7s T6s also if we somehow manage to bluff

them to get here)
- Shows blocking the 2P auto calls by OOP is so important when we

narrow their calling range
- That logic 45s 53s non club are also prime hands to due blocking

A5 K5  (K5 is even folded to an overbet by OOP)
-



OOP Strategy to 1.65x all in strategy

- OOP call more often with A8 A7 A6 A4 A3 rather than AQ AJ AT which are pretty
much pure folds otr

- Narrow dance in trying to block IP value and unblock his bluffs here
- Ax is prob one of the best candidates to block value: AA AK A9 A2

- Which combos unblock bluffs the best
- Think IP is  bluffing more combos of OS QTo JTo

along with QTs JTs MORE than the combos of 78s 97
76s T8s T7s (OS combos bluffs > suited)

- A3 A4 prob best ones to bluff catch due to blocking 34 wheel
straight + blocking Ax top end value

- Therefore having BW cards in your hand to block value is less
relevant here since IP not shoving AQ AJ AT for value here


